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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn.: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC - 20555

,

Dear Sir:

Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Licensee Event Report 9711; Isolation Relay Contacts in the Isohtion

Condenser System Were Not Tewd 4

By Procedure

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 97-11. This event did not impact the health and safety of
the public.

If any additional information or assistance is required, please contact Mr. John Rogers of my
. staff at 609.971.4893.

,Very,truly yours,
,

h $0
Michael B. Roche

,,
'

Vice President and Director
9709230005 970912 I"

O ster CreekYPDR ADOCK 05000219
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- MBR/JJR 320023
Enclosure

cc: Oyster Creek NRC Project Manager - g|{||||0%||| (,
'

JAdministrator, Region I
,

Snior Resident Inspector
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Isolation Relay Contacts in the isolation Condenser System Were Not Tested by Procedure
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Mark Carlson 609.971.2207
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CAUSE SVSTEM COMP 0h[NT MANUfACTUR[R RIPORTABLE CAUSE EVSIEM COMPONENT MANVfACTURER R(R.r.I ABLI
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YES X No SUBMASSION
(if yes. corig.:ete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE).

ABSTRACT Erv*vt to 1400 spacee. i.e., approximately 16 single spaced typewntten lines) (161

On August 15,1997, at approximately 1100 hours, as part of the evaluation to address Generic
Letter 96-01 " Testing of Safety Related I.ogic Circuits", it was determined that certain isolation
Condenser isolation relay contacts were not functionally tested as required by Technical
Specifications. The Isolation Condensers were declared inoperable and a 30 hour shutdown
action statement was initiated. The testing procedure was revised to incorporate the required
contact testing. Contact operability was verified and the A Isolation Condenser was declared
operable on August 16,1997 at approximately 0140 hours. The 30 hour shutdown requirement
was replaced by a seven day shutdown requirement. The B Isolation Condenser was
subsequently tested and declared operable on August 16,1997 at approximately 1300 hours and
all shutdown requirements were exited. The root cause of this event was determined to be
inadequate testing procedures.

The safety consequence of:his event is considered minimal. The A and B Isolation Condensers
were declared inoperable solely due to an inadequate surveillance. During past surveillance
testing, each relay was verified to operate correctly with the exception of the identified
contact (s). Subsequent revised testing verified the contacts were operable.
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DATE OF DISCOVERY

This occurrence was discovered on August 15,1997, at approximately 1100 hours.

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

During a review of plant drawings to address NRC Generic Letter 9641, some A and B
Isolation Condenser (Ells DL) isolation relay contacts were identified as not being fully 'ested
by any surveillance procedure. This event is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(i).

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO DISCOVERY

The reactor was operating at approximately 100% power with normal temperatures and pressures
for full power operation when the occurrence was discovered.

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On August 15,1997, at approximately 1100 hours, it was determined that certain Isolation
Condenser isolation relay contacts were not functionally tested as required by Technical
Specifications. An operability a>sessment was performed and based on the results, both
Isolation Condensers were declared inoperable at approximately 1300 hours. The plant entered a
thirty-hour shutdown action statement as required by Technical Specifications.

For the Isolation Condenser steam valves and the AC powered condensate return valves, one
channel of each train had been successfully tested by proving that the associated valves would
cycle closed upon receiving the isolation signal. Once these valves closed, the associated control
switches were taken to the "Close" position preventing the valves from reopening. Thus, when
the second channel was tested, the isolation contact in parallel with the first contact was not
tested, flowever, the isolation relays were verified to be operable from other contacts
functioning on the relay (e.g. annunciator alarm, seal-in circuit).

For the DC powered Isolation Condenser condensate return valves, a fuse was pulled initiating
both isolation channels at the same time, which closed the associated valve. Due to the fact that
the contacts from the two channels were in parallel with each other, each contact was not being

' individually tested and there was no way to verify that both contacts were operable. The
- isolation relays for these valves are the same ones that initiate the steam valves and thus the
relays were verified as operable as indicated above.
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APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The root cause of the event was inadequate testing procedures. The surveillance procedures used
to test the Isolation Condenser isolation relay logic did not contain provisions ta ensure that all
portions of the logic circuitry were verified to function properly. Therefore, the surveillance
procedures did not fully implement the Technical Specification requirements.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE kND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

During past surveillance tests, each relay and at least one of its contacts were verified to function
correctly for the Isolation Condenser isolation logic Due to the redundancy built into the
Isolation Condensers and logic circuits, multiple failures would be required to prevent the
circuits from functioning. Therefore, the failure of any one of the identified contacts would not
affect the operability of the isolation function.

Subsequent testing verified that the contacts did function properly. Therefore, the safety
significance of this event is considered minimal.

falmECTIVE ACTIONS

OCNGS Surveillance Procedure, 609.3.002, " Isolation Condenser Isolation Test and
Calibration", was revised using a temporary change notice to include the required contact
verifications. The revised surveillance test was comp!:ted satisfactorily for the A Isolation
Condenser at approximately 0140 hours on August 16, 1997. The A Isolation Condenser was
declared operable and the 30 hour shutdown requiremet.t was replaced with a seven day
shutdown requirement. At approximately 1300 hours on August 16,1997, the B Isolation
Condenser logic was tested satisfactorily, declared operable, and the seven day shutdown
requirement was exited.

Long term corrective actions are being evaluated to determine the most effective way to test all
isolation Condenser relay conects. This will be completed in time to support the next scheduled
surveillance test.

SIMILAR EVENTS

LER 96-003; Technical Specification Surveillance Procedure Review Identification of
Non Conforming Conditions

LER 97-008; Intermediate Range Monitor System Contacts in the Reactor Protection System
Were Not Tested by Procedure
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